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'!'he Kohn-Sham density-functional equations providing the exact 

groundstate density for a given many-electron system do not lead to a 

correct value for the enerqy gap in a semiconductor. A rederivation is 

qiven of an expression, obtained earlier by Perdew and Levy and Sham 

and Schluter, whi.ch yields the correction to the Kohn-Sham enerqy gap. 

This correction is due to a discontinuity in the exchange-correlation 

functional. It can be expres~ed in terms of a mass operator which is 

related to those electron-electron interactions not yet accounted for 

in the Kohn-Sham description of groundstate properties. The main 

reason for the present derivation is to elucidate the role of the 

various concepts and arquments that finally lead to the gap correction. 
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VERIVAT!ON OF AN EXPRESSION FOR THE ENERGY GAP IN A SEMICONVUCTOR 

1 • 1 YLtltoduc,tlo rt 

The derivation of a first-principle expression for the energy gap in a 

semiconductor requires a careful incorporation of electron-electron inter

action effects. In approximate schemes such as Hartree-, Hartree-Fock1 , 

or Hohenberg-Kohn2 ' 3 (HK) (local) density functional (LDF)-approach 

drastically different values for the energy gap result, indicating at 

least that there is a serious problem. In what follows we shall taI<:e 

the LDF-theory as a starting point. Within this theory a (wrong) energy 
4-9 gap is obtained , but it will turn out that a correction term can be 

derived, which leads to the true energy gap. 

It is well known that the one-particle Kohn-Sham (I<S)-equations 9· 

play a central role in LDF-theory. For a semiconductor they lead to a gap in 

the one-particle spectrum. This gap is equal to the difference between the 

lowest "unoccupied" and the highest "occupied" single-particle Kohn-Sham 

energy level. In deriving an expression for the correction to this KS-gap, 

it turns out that an important role is played by a disaontinuity in the 

fu:nctionaZ derivative 4 ' 
8 

of the exchange-correlation functional (which is 

part of the total energy functional in the HK-theory). For a short intro

duction to the theory of functional derivative as well as for a compendium 

of useful differentiation rules the reader is referred to Appendix A. The 

above-mentioned discontinuity can be shown to be expressiiabie. in terms of 

many-body energy corrections, which, in principle, can be calculated. 

Practical schemes in order to achieve this, will have to be developed if 

a definite value for the energy gap is to be obtained. 
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Let us first consider a hypothetical system of non-interacting electrons 

in a semiconducting crystal. This case is instructive,since it demonstrates 

that the functional derivative of the kinetia enerqy, when regarded as a 

functional of the density, exhibits a discontinuity which is related to the 

existence of an energy gap. More qene~ally, in real systems it will be 

shown later on that the discontinuity in the functional derivative of both 

the kinetic and the exchange-correlation,-enerqy functional are related to 

the enerqy gap. 

In the absence of electron-electron interactions, the total enerqy as 

a functional of the electron density can be written in the for:m.9 

(2. 1) 

Here, P C!) is the. density of electrons, u {E_) is the static external potential 

due to the ions in the crystal and K[p] is the kinetic:-enerqy functional. 

Even for a system of noninteracting electrons, the explicit for:m of K as 

a functional of P is not known, al though more or less satisfactory 

approximations are available2 ,), 9 

If electron-electron interactions would be taken into account, then the 

missing terms in {2.1) are the Hartree- and exchange-correlation enerqy 

contributions. These terms will be introduced in section 3. 

Let us consider a finite system with a given external potential (i.e. 

due to the ions). Bij N we shall denote the number of eleatrons for which 

the system is charge neutral. In the case of a semiconductor in the qround

state this number N is reached when all valence {conduction) bands are 

completely filled (empty). The number M will be used to indicate a more 

or less hypothetical situation in which a certain number of electrons have 

been added to or removed from the . charge-neutral crystal, while keeping the 

ion potential unchanged; that is, letting the ions stay at their fixed 

positions. We always think of M as a number relatively close to N, M = N+n, 
23 -

where .n ·is usually of order 1 (note that N is of order of 10 or so). 

Sometimes we sha.rl also consider N and M as variable quantities which .can. 

approach infinitely large values. In such cases, we explicitly· m.ean a 

limiting procedure in which the crystal volume Q tends to infinity, 
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urithout ~hanging the bu'Lk prope°mes of the ionic potential, while both N 

and M tend to infinity in such a way that_ the concentration N/Q is constant. 

The H.ohenberg-Kohn theorem2 asserts ·that the ground-state density 

p (rl, under. the subsidiary condition 

(2. 2) 

can be found by minimizing the total energy (2.1), that is by solving 

(2. 3) 

Here, the chemical potential µM appears as a Lagrange multiplier, to be 

determined from (2.2). According to (2.3) and (2.1), the M-electron ground

state density satisfies the equation 

= (2 .4) 

Although K[p] is not known in an explicit form, eq. (2.4) can neverthe

less be solved. Namely, in this special case one can calculate p(r) b~ 

first finding the solutions 1/J. ~rJ of 
J -

2 
'iJ + u (r)] 1/J. (r) = e: . 1/J. (r) , 

- J- J J-
j = 1,2,3, ••• , (2 .s) 

where it is assumed that the eiqenenergies e:j satisfy e:j+l ~ e:j for all j. 

The corresponding wave functions {1/Jj(r)} form a complete orthonormal set: 

of functions, and the density can be expressed in terms of the 1/Jj(r)

functions which correspond to the lowest M eigenenergies, or, 

, 
= (2 .6) 

The kinetic energy K[pM] can now be expressed as 

(2. 7) 
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Eq. (2. 7) can also be interpreted as to define the functional K of P. 

Namely, the 1'> j s can be considered as functionals ~f an external potential, 

which in turn, accordinq to Bohenberq-Kohn theorem , is an unique functional 

of P (r) (apart from a trivial additive constant). 

Let us now demonstrate the oriqin of the discontinuity. For M· F- N , 

it is we.ll known that the chemical potential. for a non-i..~teract.inq semi

conductinq system with M electrons in the qround state must be identified with 

the energy level e:M in (2.5) , or 

(2. 9) 

Note that, for sufficiently larqe crystal volume, the . {EM} can be 

regarded as a continuum of eiqenvalues except across the gap. Hence, the 

discontinuity in eM occurs when M changes frem N to N+l. More specifically, 

the situation with precise N electrons is very special in the followinq 

sense: In the state with M electrons, the removal of one electron lowers 

the total energy by eM while the addition of one electron raises the total 

energy by eM+1• For all M F N, the difference between eM+l and EM 

is infinitesimally small, but for M = N these quantities differ by l:he band 

qap energy. 

The qap energy Eq in our noninteracting tt10del system is simply equal to 

this discontinuity, or 

E =.,. .,. 
q ""N+1 - ""N" 

(2.9) 

.By appl.yinq (2.4) and (2.8) for different values of M, namely M • N+1 and 

M • N-1, while the potential. u ( r) is kept unchanc;ed, we obtain t ) 

(2 .10a) 

t> 

=P N+1 

+ u(r) = e • 
- N-1 

Note that we avoid to differentiate 

is an ill-defined quantity there. 

(2.10b) 

• > 

at P(!,) = P N (r), since the derivative 
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Subtracting (2.10b) from (2.10a}, and recalling that for sufficient large 

vol'l.lme S'2 we can put e:N+l - e:N-l equal. to 

o K 
o_p (r) 

c , we find 
g 

where we haiTe introduced a short-hand notation by defininq 

OK 
= 

= 

(2. 11) 

(2. 12a) 

(2 .12b) 

Eq. (2.11} demonstrates our assertion that the functional. derivative of the 

kinetic enerqy is discontinuous when the density varies from the N- to the 

(N+l)-el.ectron density. In this special model. case, the magnitude of the 

discontinuity precisely equals the gap energy. In a gap-free situation, 

for instance the case of a metal, the above discontinuity would not have 

shown up. In the next section we shall discuss the more realistic case of 

a semiconducting system with electron-electron interactions. 
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Fi.rst of all we shall have to define the notion of band gap in a semiconductor 

when electron-electron interactions are taken into account. The band qap will 

be expressed in te:rms of total enerqies of many-electron ground states with 

different number of elect::ons, in the followinq way: We define the lowest 

one-electron conduction-band energy by 

E •E_ -E • 
c ~+1 ~ 

(3 .1) 

Here EM is the total energy of the M-electron qround state, while the N-electron 

st~te corresponds, as before, to the charge-neutral insulatinq ground-state 

corresponding to empty one-electron conduction-bands and completely filled 

one-electron valence-bands. Similarly, the highest one-electron valence-band 

energy is defined by 

The· gap .energy is then qiven by the difference of E and E ., that is by . c v 

E = E - E q c v (3. 3a) 

;. ~+1 - 2~ + ~-1. (3 .3b) 

. 9 
In the formalism of I<:ohn and Sham the density distribution of electrons in 

an M-electron ground state is determined bY. the normalized one-electron wave 

functions of a SchrOdinqer-type of equation 

(3.4)' 
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in which veff<!;M> represents the self-consisten~ KS:affective potential 

for M electrons_). The exact M-electron g"rOtlild-state density pM(r) can then 

be written as 

The potential veff in (3.4) can always be expressed as a sum of three 

contr±:butions, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Here u(r) is the external (ionic) potentid) while the second term, vtt, 
- ttt, .. 

is the Hartree potential 

(3. 7) 

. in which PM (r) is qi ven by ( 3 • 5) and v (!,, !. ' ) denotes the repulsive Coulomb 

T)Eq. (3.4) is sometimes referred to as Kohn-Sham equations. Similarly, 

the eiqenenerqies ej~M) are called Kohn-Sham sinqle-particle enerqies. 

tt ~ote that u (r) is an external potential due to ions with the property that 

N electrons. are needed to make the system as a whole charqe neutral. Althouqh 

in what follows, we shall vary the number. of electrons present in the system, 

the potential will not be chanqed. 
ttt') 

Also note that the Hamiltonian of the system under consideration; in 

second-quantization notation, reads. 

"' 3 .. t - il2 2 "' 
R = f d r TJ!· Cr) f 2ii1 'i/ + u (r)} iV (r) 

3 3 "'t At ,-. A 
+ 12 fd rd r' iV (r)W (!,') vC!,1_£') tP<_=:') tJj(r), 

':'t A 

where tP Cr) and tPCr> are creation and annihilation field operators, respect-

ively, in the Schrodinqer representation (see sec.5). 
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2 't> 
interaction potential, v(r,r') ~ e /.(411'e:

0
1!.-.=:.' ! ) . The third term in 

(3.6) , v , is the so-called exchange-correlation potential which is defined xc 
as the functional derivative of an exchanqe-correlation energy functional 

of p to be introduced below. Equation (3.4), (3.5) together with the given 

functional dependence of veff on ~(r) have to be solved self-consistently. 

The total-energy f~ctional E [p] can be decomposed in the following 
u 

way2,9 

a:ere, K[p] represents the kinetic energy functional of a hypothetiaal. non

int;eracting system whic:h has p (r) as electron density. The second and 

third terms in the riqht-hand side of (3 .8) are ··pu:rely electrostatic 

energies and need not further be discussed. The last term, E [p] , is by xc 
definition the exchange-correlation energy 

considered as the definition of E 

ftinctional. In fact, (3.8) can be 

xc 
It should be remarked that the explicit form of E is not known, simoly xc -

because this is already so for the total energy functional itself. Similar 

to (2.2) and (2.3), the qround-state density pM(r) must be a solution of 

the equations 

l, 

o{Eu[pJ - µM fa
3
r p {r)} = 0, 

3 f d r P (r) =i M, 

where µM is again a Laqranqe multiplier. Similar to the case of a non

interactinq system, µM will :be an ill-defined quantity when M • N , 

but for M ~ N it is werll:-defined. Under the condi.ton that E [pl may be xc 
diffe.rentiated, it is immedi.ately observed from (3.9a) that 

T} ·.. -19 -2 ... l 
e • -1.6 ... 10 c is the electron charge, and e: = 8.854.itlO · Fm . · 

0 

is the vacuum.permittivity. 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 
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(3.10) 

p = pM(r) 

'1"he density pM(r), qiven by (3.5), which follows from the self-consistent 

solution of (3.4) with veff qiven by (3.6), (3.7) and (3.10), leads to the exact 

total energy of the qround state, ~, after substitution in the total energy 

functional, that is 

(3.11) 

We shall now show that the quantities E and E . as defined in (3 .1) and 
c v 

(3.2) can directly be related to the Kohn-Sham sinqle-particle energies in 

the followinq way: 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

In this connection we repeat that N is the number for which a given system 

with a qiven external potential is charge neutral.Consequently, EN{N) refers 

to the highest Kohn-Sham valence-band energy of the intrinsic N-electron 

semiconductor with completely filled valence-band and empty conduction-band, 

whereas EN+! {N+l) refers to the highest occupied Kohn-Sham sinqle-electron 

state of the same semiconductor with one electron added. 

In order to prove (3.12) and (3.13), we introduce a new "density 

function" pM(,::;N) defined as 

where the tfJj's are the normalized solutions of (3.4) with M • N. We shall 

sometimes use for PM (!_1N) the abbreviation PM (N) • 

Note that pN(r) 3 pNC,::1N). Accordinq to (3.2) and (3 .. 11) we have 

t 
Expandinq Eu[p] in a: Taylor series around p = pN-l (N), we obtain ) 

(see Appendix A) 

t 
) Note that E.u is "differentiable" in p • PN-! {N). 
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Eu[pN-1 (N-l)] - Eu[pN-1 (N)] 

1 r 3 . o Eu [pJ 
= IT .. d r (Sp (r) 

op Cr> op <E.' > 

x {pN-1 (E,'1N-1) - PN-1 (E,';N)} + ••• • 

However, from (3.9) it follows that [cf. (2.4)J 

oE [pJ 
u 

Ip == p (N-1) 
~-1 

""µN-1" 

We now 
1 
ass1.811B that PN-l (E,;N-1) and PN-l (.::_;N) are functions which are 

locally different by an. infinitesimally small amount only (Koopmans' 
10 . 

assumption ) • Furthermore we ass'Wlte that µN-l defined by (3.9) for a 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

s~stem with N-:1 electrons, is infinitesimally c~ose to e:N(N) and may be 

put equal to it. Thus, naqlectinq the effect of density fluctuations 

PN-l (.::_;N-1) - PN~t(.::_; N), we may write (3.17) also as 

oE [p] 

s~ ,!:, I p 
(3.18) 

Ose of (J.18) in the first term of the riqht-hand side of (3.16) makes 

this term zero, since fd
3
rfoN-l CE,1N-1) - PN-l (E,;N)} = O. ~e second term 

_____ in __ (3_._1_62 is of second order in. the density fluctuations · 
PN-1 (.::_;N-1) - PN-1 (.::_;N), -wnicli-W ·a.5-s-ume-·t.o-~·~~qliqi.bl~. Then (3 ~-16·,------
allows us to write (3.i;.!5:) as 

'• 
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E • E [ pN. (N) J - E [pN l (N) J • v u u -

Th.is result can also be expressed in a Taylor-series expansion around 

the density distribution p • PN-l (N) as 

1 E •
v 1! 

1 
+ 2T 

3 OEu[pJ 
fd r--

op(r) 

op Cr> op c~· > 

x {pN(_!' ;N) - PN-l (~' rN)} + ••• 

Because of (3.18) and E .see (3.14)] 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

t:.b.e !_-inteqra.tion in the first term on the right-hand side of (3.20) 

yields eN {N) , so that, after neqlectinq the second and hiqher order terms 

we obtain Ev= ~(N), which is the desired result (3.13). 

Departinq from (3 .. 1) and (3 .11), the correctness of (3 .12) can analoqousl.y 

be shown. 

Thus, the qa.p enerqy E is related to the eigen-enerqies of (3.4) 
c:J 

by [see (3.3al, (3.12) and (3.13)] 

(3.22) 

The "enerqy qap" which is obtained directly from solvinq KS-equation 
--·.· ·- .. . KS' 

(3.4) Qrlith M "e N and_wM:ic.h will be denoted by Eq is qiven by 

KS 
E. g . = €N+ l (N) - eN {N) • (3.23) 
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The expression (3.23) for J<S is clearly different from the expression q 
(3.22) for the true qap. From numerical calculations within the LDF 

fo:r:ma.lism it is well known that ~ underestimates E by a substantial 
4~ q q 

amount , which we will denote by t:. • Bence, we can write 
q 

where, with the help of (3.22) and (3.23), t:. can be expressed as 
CJ 

(3 .24) 

(3.25)· 

Equation (3.25} is a simple expression for the missinq part of the · 

true band-qap but, unfortunately, it is a rather fo:r:ma.l expression, as 

far as the first term, €N+l (N+l), concerns. The second term, eN+t(N), 

can usually be obtained as a by-product in LDF calculations of the 

N-piii:c.ticleqround state. The next section will be entirely devoted to the 

derivation of an expression which is more accessible for numerical 

evaluation than €N+l (N+l} is. It will be shown that the apparent impossibility 

of calculatinq €N+l (N+l) directly, is closely related to the fact that the 

exchanqe-correlation energy functional in the HKS theory suffers from a 

discontinuous functional derivative similar to the one shown up by the 

kinetic: enerqy functional (see sec. 2}. 
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4. fJetr..lva.ti.on 06 an ex.plte.64.lon fro1t A .• . . . .. . ... . .. ,. q 

In this section we sha1l derive an expression for A in tez:ms of 

functional derivatives Of E 
11

• According to (3.1) I ct11) and (3.12) we xc 
may write 

(4.1) 

Along the same lines as in the procedure around (3.15)-(3.19), it can be 

shown that Eu [pN+l (N+1) J can be put equal to Eu [pN+l (N) J , so that 

we can write for (4.1) 

(4.2) 

Using (3.8) for the two different densities PN+l (N) and PN(N), (4.2) can 

be written as 

3 
€N+l (N+l) • { K[pN+l (N)] + fd r u(r) pN+l (£.;N) 

+ E (pN(N)]} • 
XC 

(4.3) 
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Since the kinetic energy functional is equal to 

M 
K[pM(N)] = i: 

j=l 

we immediately find 

3 * -n2 
2 • f d r lJJN+ l (!:,; N) ( 2m 'V ) tlJN+l (E.,; N) • 

Usinq the KS-equation (3.4) with M = N we can write 

- \I ef f (!_; N) lJJN+ 1 (!_; N) ' 

where \leff (!_;N) is qiven by [cf. (3.6)] 

in which we have introduced \I(-) , defined by [cf. (3 .10) I xc 

dE [pJ 
\) (-) ( ) xc 

xc: !:. ... 
d p Cr> 

oE xc ----o _p (r) 

The necess~ty of introducinq (4.8) stems from the observation t~at the 

functional derivative in p = pN (N} does not exist (compare with (2.12b) 

where a similar discontinuity occurred in the functional derivative of 

the kinetic energy). Now, (4.5} can be written as 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4. 7) 

(4.8) 
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K[PN+l (N) J - K(PN (N)] 

(4.9) ' 

where opN+l (!,.IN) denotes the density variation, 

(4.10) 

After substitution of (4.9) in (4.3), we observe that the terins involving 

u(r) cancel precisely. Furthermore we have, to the first order in 

opN+l <E,.;N>, 

(4.11) 

We can now write (4.3), by substitution of (4.9) and (4.11),, a,s [see also 

(3.25) l 

(4.t2) 
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The quantity Exc[PN+l (N)] - Ex
0

[pN(N)] can, also be expressed (usinq a 

Taylor-series expansion a.round PN+l (N) and omittinq second and h.1.qher order 

corrections) ast) 

aere we have introduced v (+) (r) by defininq 
xc -

(+) oE [pJ 
v (r) = xc 

x;c - op(:_) 
p = PN+l (N) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Note that in writinq down the Taylor expansion (4.13), we have assumed that 
I 

the exohanqe-correlation funotionai is continuous itself, implying that 

E [pN(N)] is a well-defined quantity (contrary to its derivation which does xc 
not exist at the density pN(N) ) • 

After substitution of the riqht-hand side of (4.13) in (4.12) , we arrive 

at the desired relation 

r: 3 * ( {v(+) (-)} ,,, 
llq • Jd. r 1/JN+l :_;N) XC - 'VXO 'l'N+l (:_;N) (4 .. 15) 

However, i.t should be noted that this equation is a rather formal expression 

for Aq,. since the density functional theory does not afford the prescription 

of oonstru~tinq the exchanqe-correlation energy functional and as such 

(4.15) would be of no practical use. Eence, in order to take advantaqe of 

(4.15),. it will'be ·e~sentia~·1;Q derive an·eXl?ltc.i~.expr!. ssion for E .. 
xc 

-t> ·Note that, E [pl can not be expanded around p tii a._(N), since it is not xc · 'N 

"differentiabl.e"' there. 
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This section is entirely devoted to the derivation of an expression for 

the exchanqe-correlation ener9Y functional. which has been introduced in 

section 3 (see (3.BJI. The expression to be obtained will enable us in 

section 6 to rewrite the aq-expression of section 4 in a form more suited 

for actual calculation. 

In dealinq with our many-electron system we shall employ a Green function 
12-14 . 

method of treatment. W1 thin this treatment a vital role is played by 

the one-par"ticZe Green function. In the framework of this formalism, 

an expression for the exchange-correlation energy functional will 

be derived. 

Let us denote the Hamiltonian of the system wider consi.deration as 

fellows 

;; - ,,.. ,.. 
a= T + U + V, 

·where T, u and V are t-..he kinetic energy, the external (ionic) potential 

energy, and the electron-electron Coulomb interaction energy operators, 

respectivelytl. In second-quantization representation we have: 

and 

(5 .1) 

(5.2) 

(5 .3} 

(5 .4} 

Hera, tPtr> and tP (-r} are area.ti.on and annihilation. field operators, respecti

vely, in ~e Schrc5dinger representationttl. 

tl ;; use ca:ets c"'t to distinguish operators ,from their c-number counter

- , __ parts. 

ttlNGta th.at.,'in the SG:hr&:lingel!:.represent:.ation the operators do not depend 

on time .. I 

/ 
I 

I 
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• • J 

In order to obtain an expression for the total energy, and subsequently 

one for the exchanqe-correlation energy fUnctional Exe' we shall employ 

a pe1!'f:u:rbati:.on method. We introduce a couplinq constant. ;\ which can assume 

·all values from. 0 up to 1, and a Hamil.tonian 

-
Here H

0 
is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltoni.an 

with 

-while H1 is the pertur.b.i.n.q Hamiltonian qiven by 

- ... ... 
H1 = v - w , 

in which 

,. .. .. 
W•V -u. ef:f 

{5.5) 

{5.6) 

{5. 7) 

{5.8) 

(5 .. 9) 

It is important to realize that the one-particle effective potential of 

Kohn and Sham, v eff C.,:.l , takes into account the effects of electron-electron 

interaction in such amanner that the obtained electron density is e:r.aot. 

'1'o be specific, denotinq the qround,...state of the "Kohn-Sham system", which 
. t 

is just a sinqle Slater determinant of order M, ) .by j'¥0>5 and that of the 

real system, being a vector in the space spanned by all the Slater determinants 

of order M, .by ['¥1>
5

, one has 

--------
l(S:O: . ·t -

PM <r> = s< 1¥0 lw Cr) lfJ <!) 1'¥o >s 

...: .PMC.,:.l =S!~V1 !~trl ~(rl [1¥/s "'· (5 .10) 

Note that· the subscript s, in e.g. j'l:'0 :;i.S,. indicates that the correspondinq 

t'l M is the number of electrons in the system. 
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state vector is in the Schrddinger representatiOn. It is immediately 

verified that for A. • 1 the operator in (5. 5 l coincides with the oriqinal 

Hamiltonian operator (5 .. 11. By introducing the local potential 

(5 .. !11 

,. 
the operator W can :be expressed as 

(5 .12) 

Let us denote the normalized qround state of HOd with A. E [0,1J by 

I 'i\> S t} and the correspondinq eigen-energy by E (X} •· Accordinq to a 

theorem due to Feynman75 
we can write 

By inteqrating both sides of (5.13) over the interval [ O,iJ, we can 

immediately write 

where 

-
ECOl • s~'¥olHof'¥o>s • 

(5.13) 

(5 .14) 

(5 .15) 

If {tPj (!_;Ml} denotes the aompZete ~crmal se¢·of .Kohn-Sham one-electron 

wave functions, then we can write 

(S .16a) 

-tlJ (!_l • l: 1/Jj (r1M) ~j (M) .. 
j 

(5.16b) 

Here 
--r . ... 
cj (MI and cj (Ml a.re th.e creation and annihilation operators of the 

tl 
Note that our older definitions of I'¥ cf s and I '¥rs are consistent with . 

this genera.l definition. 

"'. 
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_jth, one-electron state of the M-electron "Kohn-Sham system", respectively. 

They satisfy the .anti-commutation relations 

(5 .17a.l 

(5.17b) 

where oj k stands for the Kronecker o-fUnction. It is then easily verified 
, . t) 

for the M-particle ground state that [see (3.14I and (4.4] ] 

(5 • .18') 

This relation will be used in a later discussion. 

we shall now try to obta.in an expressi0n for the· expectation value . 
5 <'!'A. I A.H 1 I '¥A.> S in te:cms of a one-pa:rtiaZe Green function and the related 

mass opemtor-, both to bo defined below, such that the t:-inteqration in . 
(5.14) can be performed. To this end., let .1\ (t,t') = exp(-i H {A) (t-t 1 ) /.fl.] 

be the time-evolution operator connecting the state vector l'i'A.(t'}:;.s with 

l'i'A. Ctl >s, 

CS.19} 

in the Schrddinger representation. We then have for the fie U. operato?'s 
in the Heisenberg representation 

CS.20al 

... 
l/J"- <~> = _hA. CO ,t) llJ CE) A,,_ Ct, 0). (5.20b) 

tl Note th.at the ugument M in "eff (~Ml has been suppressed here. 
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The equa;tion of J:1J0ticn fo;r the annihilAticn field operator tl\ C;:.tl reads tl 

.. -
• [1PA. (!_t)' HOA. (t) l + (ljJA. (!_t) '. A.H1A. (t) ]_. (5.21) 

- .. ... -
e:en HOA. (tl and H1A (tl are lieisenbe:rg representations ~f H0 and H1 , 

respecti-vely. It should be noted, ho'We'Ver, that since H(A.) commutes with - -
AA. (t,t') one could have al.so maintained the operators H0 and H1 themselves 

in the right-hand side of (5.21). By making use of (5.161, (5.17), (5.20) 

and the completeness relation of the one-particle wave functions tjJ j (£_;M) , 

~ tjJj (£_;M)tjJ; (£_' ;M) = o {!_,!.') , one can readily arri-ve at the equaZ.-ti.me 
anti-commutation relations of the field operators 

"'t "'t .. .. 
(tjJA. (rt) ,tjJA. (!_'t) )+ •(1/JA. <.:;:t> ,tjJA. (r't) J+ = O , (5 .22a) 

7t .. 
[tjJA. (!_t), tjJA. (!_'t) J+ = o C,;:-,;:') • (5. 221:.l) 

Using (5.221 it is st;raightforwa.rd to obtain 

(5.23) 

Bencer (5.211 ccui·be written a& 

(5.24} 

.. t 
Let us multiply. (5 .241 on the right with tPA · (!_' t' l and apply Wick 1 s 

tilQe-orde:r:inq operator Tw' defined for fe:cmion operators by 

.. 
x ···~(tPr1)S(tP1-tP2)S(~2-tP3) ••• S(i=p(n-1)-tPn} ' (5.25) 

tl. we use 1n our text [,)_for commu~~ti~ ·.and [ , l+ ;for anti-commW:ation.:;: -
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.. ·t 
t.o the resulting equation (Aj (tjl is either WA (:_t) OE tjJ~_<=.t> ;.-P• is . .:a 

permutation of 1,2, ••• ,n, with parity p; and e·ctl is the unit step

functionl. Let us subsequently take the expectation -value of both sides· 

in the Heisenberg ground state I 'YA> :a:· The result can be written as 

a n2 -2 
[ifJ. at' + 2iii •r - v eff (r) J GD. (rt,~'t') 

(5.26) 

Here, we have introduced the one-particle Green function GU, defined as 

(5 .27) 

where the arguments j = 1, 2, stand for the space-time four-vector Cr . , tj) • 
-J 

In deriving (5.26l use has been made of ae(t)/3t =o(t), and of the 

anti-commutation relation (5.22b). One immediate consequence of (5.26) 

is that G
10 

satisfies the equation of motion 

(5 •. 28) 

where o (1,.2l represents the four-dimensional Dirac a-function, o (1,2) = 
o Ct1-t2l.o Cr:t::el· 

By introducing, quite qenerally, the so-called '7tms operator'' M A(l,2) 

through the .relation 

• inf d(3) MA (1,3) G
1
A (3 ,2), (5 .29.) 

;it is eas;t.ly shown (by substitution in (5.2611 that the Green functions 

G11• and G10 a.re interrelated by_ :means of 

(5.30a) 

(Dysonfs equationl or, symbolically, 
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(5. 30b) 

It has become common practice to represent (5.30b) and related expressions 

in diaqrama.tic form. tn Appendix B the main features of the diaqrammat::t.c 

approach, in so far as is necesaa.ry to achieve our qoals, are :recapitulated. 

tn order to lay the connection with the expectation value in the riqht

hand side of (5.14) it is. useful to consider in (5.29} the limitinq situation 

in which r~ + !.t and t 2 .f· t 1 (from the upper side i.e. t 2 • t 1 + n with 

n > 0 while n + 0). By convenient combination of (5 .26) , (5 .28) , (5 .29) and, 

aftar that, integration over r
1

, we can derive the relation 

- - inf d
3
r1 lim f d(3) ~ (1,3) GlA (3,2) = - i-ll.Tr{~G1A} • 

tl+tt 

r~~t 

In the last step we have introduced the trace operation, defined by t> 

Tr {A1A2 ••• \,} • f d3r 1 lim f d(2) •• .f d(N) 

~ ... 1"t1 
Eti+l~ 

where A. represents any two-point function. 
J 

(5.31) 

(5. 32) 

t)It can be easily proven. that this trace operation has the C¥clical property 

Tr{A1.Ai·. ·V = Tr{y1 ••• AN-1} ;'etc., provided that the functions Aj. (~ 1!,'t') 

with respect to their time dependence, are functions.9f t-t' only. 
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By employinq (5.22) and some algebra one easily arrives at [ See (5.8), 

(5. 9) and (5. 11 > ] 

(5. 33) 

Bence, for the riqht-hand side of (5.31) we can write 

(5. 34) 

Sere use has been made of the transformation relation 

(5.35) 

'1'he first term in the riqht-hand side of (5 .34) is proportional to the inteqrand 

in (5.14), while the second term can be written 
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(5. 36) 

Sere use has been made of (5.27), while the two-point function w is defined as 

cs .37) 

It now follows from (5.31), (5.34) and (5.36) that 

(5. 38) 

and this can be substituted in (5.t4) to yield 

Ad.A' 
= Eco> + l 2Tf' TrH·ri~\, - .A •wJ Gn,} 

0 
E (A) (5 .39) 

In Appendix B it is outlined that the mass operator MA may be expanded 

in a series, each term of which can be represented by a Feynman diagram. 

There we have pointed out that for the calculation of the mass oper~tor ,· one 

may consider the so-called skeleton M- diaqrams only, in which the full lines 

represent Green functions Gt.A• Each term of the series (or the contribution 

of each skelton M- diaqramm) is proportional to an integral over all internal 

space-time variables (See Appendix B) of a product of Green functions and 

interaction functions.. calling the number of interaction. functions in each 

term (or diagram) the orde:p of it, one can easily show that, to an nth-order 

MA -term (2n-1) Green functions. c_~n'l:.ri~u::e. 'l'he only exception to this rul:_ 

is the first order term Cn•l) invol.vinq a w-interaction,. in which case no 

Green function contributes. As each interaction function in a term carries 
n a. factor A, it is obvious that an nth-order term is proportional to A • 

Hence, the··~Ucit dependence of an nth-order term on A, is An. However, 

since the Green functions Gt.A themselves also depend on .A, there is an 

additional impZicit: .A-dependence. Let M~n) represent the contribution of aZZ nth

order mass operator te:r:ms . (or skeleton M-diaqrams) , and let M~n) be 
16 defined by 
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Thus, the A-dependence of Min) is completely implicit and we can write 

Ot) 

• E An Min). 
n•l 

By substitution of (5 .41) in the right-hand side of (5 .39) we find 

Ot) 

E (A) - E (0) • .!... E 
21 1 n• 

/A dA' A ,nT {''d"'I (n) G } 
A' r 'IlMA' lA' 

0 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

(5 .42) 

We integrate the first term in the right-hand side of (5 .42) by parts, with 

the result 

00 
A d.A' n -(n) 1 E 2! f ---, A' Tr{i\MA, G1A,} 

n=l o A 

00 An Tr{IlM (n) G } =-i t -
n•1 2n 

A U. 

Prom the fact that each tel':11l contributing to jl~~} contains a product of 

(2n-1) functions GU., (recall the one exception, mentioned earlier!), and 
t) 

owing to the cyclical property of Tr, we easily derive for n = 1~2~ ••• , 

(5 .. 43) 

+>Note that . all two point functions which we deal with (e. q. Gu_ and MA ) , 

depend on the difference of their time arguments only, which is a consequence 

of the fact that the Eamiltonian of our system is independent of time. 



(5. 44) 

Note that the last term in the riqht-hand side of {5.44) has indeed to be 
a _1 . acu., 

added in order to compensate for half' of 2 !A• Tr{.f.l. -:r;w aA., } in the first 

term. Substituion of {5.44) in the second term in the riqht-hand side of 

(5 .43) yields 

l ..l. ' ,n a { - (n) } . 
2n F~dA' 11. W Tr 1\YA., GlA, 

0 

• in Tr{ rAdA_•M acu' 
} • A I aA. 1 

0 

+ i 
A. aGlA' 

Tr{ w f dA. 'A' }. 
2 I 

0 aA. 
(5 .45) 

Inteqratinq the last term in (5. 45) by parts qi ves 

i i A. = -Tr{AwG ,} - -Tr{w f dA.' G1, ,} • 
2 111. 2 0 II. 

(5 .46) 

we can now combine (5.43), (5.45), and (5.46), and substitute the result in 

(5.42), which brinqs us to the result 

- ~i ·Tr{[.f.l.~1) - Aw]GlA. } 

+ ~· ~. Tr{.fl~n) GlA} } • 
n•2 . 

(5.47) 
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This can be written more compactly by introducinq the :function YC~.) defined as 

QO 

Y (A) • E Y Cn)().) , 
n•l 

(n> 1 f . Cn> } Y CA.> • 2ri Tr :fi.M A Gu , for n ::ii 1 • 

In terms of Y(A) (5.47) reads 

A ClGlA I • 

E(A) • E(O) + i~ Tr{! dA'~, ()).• }- i Y(A) , 
0 

which is almost the desired result. 

cs .48) 

CS .49a) 

(S.49b) 

(5.50) 

The last step in arrivinq at the 'final result for E(A) is to rewrite the 

second term in the riqht-hand side of (5.50). This is achieved by startinq with 

Dyson's ~ation which may alterna~ively be written ast) 

or, 

Hence, the second term in the riqht-hand side of (5.50) can be written as 

t) Incidentally we note that the Dyson equation (5.51),. usually called the 

adj()'t.nt or "!time-re'Vet'sed" version of (5.30),. is completely equivalent 

(5 .51) 

(5.52) 

with (5.30). Equation (5.51) can be obtained directly,for instance, if one, 

instead of departinq from. the equation of motion for the annihilation field -operator t.J>i Crtl , as in CS. 21) , starts w:L th the equation of motion of the 

creation field operator ~t(!_t). 
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(5. 5 3) 

Here use has been made of the fact MA I = 0, 
A. • O 

(see (5 .29)). In view of 

{5.53), eq. (5.50) can be written as 

(5 .54) 

which is the desired result for E{A). 

Our next task is to obtain from {5.54) an expression for the exchanqe

correlation energy functional. The latter is defined by (3.8). Accordinq to the 

BK-theorem, E [pJ is equal to the exact total energy of the system if p is u . 
equai to the exact density. By takinq the functions participatinq in (5.54) 

as functionals of the electron density p, we may equate the riqht-hand sides 

of (3.8) and (5 .. 54) for the true qround-state density p. This immediately 

leads to the expression 

1 3 3 
Exe[pJ • 2 f d rd r' V(E_,E.') p <,:) P (E_') 

where we have used (S.18) for E(O) and the definition of the ICS-effective 

potentiai "eff' which is [cf. (4.7), (3.7) and see (4.8)J 

(5.55) 

(S.56) 
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In order to write (5 .• 55} in a more compact form it is advantageous to 

introduce two specific contributions to the first order function yCi) (A} 

of (5.49a) , namely 

and 

Followinq the rules for the evaluation of M-diaqrams, these contributions 

can easily be e;aluated at A= 1: The contribution (5.57a) leads tot) 

3 . (-) 
- i f d r "' (r) p Cr) , xc - -

(5 .57a) 

(5.57b) 

(5.58) 

where the last equality holds because of (5.56) and pCr) • - 1 G
11 

Crt,rt+). 

The contribution (5.57b) equals 

Since we have 

..; fd3r "'C-) (r) p Cr) , 
. xc -

it is convenient to introduce the function 

CS .. S9.) 

cs .60) 

t) + 
The notation t stands for t + n, with Tl > 0 but infinitesimally small. 
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Y c1> .. Y c1) - {yc1
> c1> + Ybc1> c1>} , xc a cs .61) 

enablinq us to write C5.55) in the form 

cs .62) 

This is the desired expression for the exchanqe-correlation energy functional. 

In the next section we shall. derive, with the help of (5.62) and C4.15), 

an expression for 6. which can in principle be used in actual calculations. 
q 
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In section 4 we derived an expression for the KS-gap correction in terms 

of the two functions v (+) (r) and v (-) (r). In view of the fact that both 
. xc - xc -

functions are derivatives of the exchanqe-correlation functional Exe 

with respect to the density, we devoted the foreqoinq section to the derivation 

of an expression for Exe· In this section we shall show how to take the 

functional derivatives, and end up with an expression f~r !J.q in which , apart 

from the Kohn-Sham function $N+l (!_;N), a mass-operator M1 occurs which is 
. 4 11 17 closely related to M1 introduced in section 5 ' ' 

Let us suppose that the one-particle KS-equation (3.4) has been solved and 

that the corresoondinq complete set {lj). (r;N)} of normalized one-electron wave 
- J -

functions is available. Then the KS-Green function G10 satisfying (5.28) can 

be expanded in terms of lj)j's as 

N 

x exp[-iEj (N) (t1-t2)/nJ - 9Ct2- t 1J .E $jCr2;N)l/Jj Cr1;N) 
J•l 

x exp[+i) (N) Ct2-t1) /fll} . (6 .1) 

This expression can be obtained by startinq from the definition (5.27) , usinq ... 
the completeness of the eiqenstates of H and applyinq equations (5.16) and 

0 

Cs. 17) • It follows from (6 .1) that 

+a 
where t = (~+n.)n~o· The- last equality in (6.2) holds because of (3.14). A 

(6.2) 

chanqe apN+l'C.::,;N}' (See (4.10)) I in density corresponds to a chanqe in GlO qiven 

by 

x exp [ - i eN+ l (N)(t - t') /fl} , (6 .3) 
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or, in the Fol.irier energy domain, 

o G10 Cr,r'i€) = f d(t-t') exp[+ie(t-t'~/.fi] 
+ --

xo + GlO (rt,!_' t I) 

(6.4) 

As a result of the density variation opN+l (N), the exchange-correlation 

energy functional will vary. Denotinq the Unea:rs variation of E , as a 
xc -1 

result of opN l(N), by 0 E , we obtain from (5.62) , usinq Cl - M1G10> = 
-1 + + xc -1 

G10G11 (see CS .52)) , and Cl- M1 G10 ) = G11 G10 , 

(6 .5) 

OWinq to the cyclical property of the trace, this reduces to 

- iO+Y (1). (6 .6) xc 

Accordinq to (4.14) we can write the Zinear variation of E as 
xc 

---- (+} 
. · =; Tr{ vxc opN+l (N) } • 

From (5.491 one can readily obtain 

, '\) = 1,2,3, ••• 

(6. 7) 

(6.8) 
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The case v = 1 can be directly verified from (5. 49a) , whereas the case 

v > 1 is arrived at by makinq use of (5~49b), the structure of M~'V) in 

tel:Ills of Green functions GU, and the cyclical !?roperty of the trace 

(compare also with the discussion between (5.43) and (5.44)). By 

def ininq the exchange correlation mass operator M by xc: 

1 oYXC (1) 
M Cl ,2) • .a-
xe oG11 (2,1) ' 

we immediately obtain from (6.8), (5.61), (5.58) and (5.59) 

which, accordinq to (4.7) and (5.11), can be written as 

(6. 9) 

(6 .10) 

(6 .11) 

Rewritinq (6.9) in the form oy (1)• Tr{nM oG
11

} we can write, according 
xc xc 

tO (6.11) I 

(6 .12) 

where 

~ C-l c1 2l = v <->. Cr
1
)o Cl,2). 

xc , xc -. (6.13) 

Since the Kohn-Sham density pN(r;N) is exact, we have, in view of (6.2), 

(6 .. 14} 

'l'he.refore~ the last tel:Ill in the riqht-hand side of (6.12) can be replaced 

{ (-) } 
by iTr 'Vxc opN+l (N) · which results in 

. I 
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Sy combininq (6.6), (6.7) and (6.15), we now arrive at 

Since A can be written [see (4.10) and (4.15)] 
q 

{( 
(+} <->) } = 'J!r vxc -vxc _,oPN+l (N) , 

the qap correction can be expressed as 

-1 -1 M From an implication of the Dyson equation (5. 30) , G
11 

• G
10 

-
1

, 

it follows that we. may substitute 

in (6.18}, which yields 

... 
By introducing the improper mass operator M1 throuqh the equation 

and usinq 

(6 .15) 

(6.16) 

(6 .17) 

(6 .18) 

(6.19) 

(6 .20) 

(6. 21) 
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(6 •. 22) 

-1 (which follows from o+CG10G10) = o+(l) = 0) we can write (6.20) in the form 

!t should be noted that, owinq to the equations (5.30) and (5.51), 

M
1 

and M1 are related accordinq to 

Osinq the Fourier inteqra·L representations 

MC!_t,:_'t') • r ~ M (:_,:_' ;e:) exp(ie: {t-t.' )/nl I, 

we obtain for (6 .23) 

. + 
· x exp [ -ie: 0 /.f!J • 

Eere, use has :been made of the relations 

(6 .23) 

(6.24) 

(6 .25) 

(6 .26) 

(6.27) 
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(6 .28) 

and 

1 
fd.£ o(ae) f(£) •Tar f(O). (6.29) 

From. (6.4), (6.23) and (6.27) we finally arrive at the desired result 

(6.30) 

The simplicity of (6.30) is strikinq. Its derivation, however, turned out 

to be very lenqthy. We have managed to present a derivation which works, 

albeit at the expence of introducinq many notations, functions and 

quantities, which in the future may turn out to be of little use. on the 

other hand, this is, paradoxally, also the advantage of the present work: 

All notions, :functions, :functionals etc. that have been introduced in the 

overwhelminq amount of literature available on this subject have been 

discussed and put together in a coherent way. 
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Appe.n<U.x. A 

Fu.ncti.ona.l. dtVr.1..va:tlve 

This appendix is meant to present as much of the theory of functional 
18-20 

derivatives as is necessary in the context of the present work. 

Let us consider a functional F(<f>]. We define the functional derivative, 

oF(<f>J/ocp (x) , by me.ans of the relation 

f dx oF[pJ f (x) • lim .!_ {F(<f> + 71f] - F(<f>J } 1 

ocp(x) n+O n 
(Al) 

where f(x) is an arbitrary but smooth and inteqral:>le function. 

From the definition it is quite easy to see that functional differentiation 

has the usual properties satisfied by ordinary differentiation, that is, 

0 a • O, 
c<f> (x) 

0 
{aFl[~] + bF2[$]} 

OP\[<f>] cF2 [<f>] 
•a +b. 

o<f> (x) o<f> (x) 5$ (x) 

o<f> (x) 

where· F
1 

and F 2 are functionals of <f>, ~d a and b arbitrary functions 

independent of <f>. 

Let us consider some simple examples. For the functional 
-· ~ . -·· -

F[<f>l • [ dx u(x) <f>(x) we have 

fdx oF[p] f (x) • lim ~· {fdx u (x) (<f> (x) + nf (x) J 
.. a<f> (x) n-+O 

- f dxu(x)<j>(x)} • fdxu(x) f(X). 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 
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Sirice this relation holds for any arbitrary f, one obtains 

f dx' u {x' ) 4> {x 1 
) • u {x) • 

oct> {x) 

For the functional F[ct>] = dl {x ) we have . Q 

fdx oF[<b] 
ocp (X) 

f{x) = lim 1 

n+O n 
{cp {X ) + nf {X ) - 4> {X ) }m f {X ) / 

0 0 Q 0 

which implies the differentiation rule 

ocp {X) 

cp(x) = o{x - x ), 
0 0 

where o (x - x ) is the Dirac a-function. 
0. . 

In the above-given examples we have dealt only with Zi:nea:P function-

{A6) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

als of cp. In such cases the derivatives are independent Of <P, implying that 

higher-order derivatives vanish. However, for functionals depending non

linearly on cf>, we can also define higher-order derivatives in a way analoqous 

to ordinary .derivatives .• For instance, the second order derivative is 

defined :by 

o2
F[p] 

o<P <x> o<P ex•> 
f {x) q{x') • lim Tl~ I { F[<f> + nf + 11 'g] 

1'1-+0 
11 •-i-o 

- F[cp .. +- TlfJ - F[cp + 11 'qJ + F[cp]} 

ForF(<PJ = {cp(x )} 2 , the definition immediately gives us 
0 

o<P (x) ocp (xr) 

It is worth noting that by utilizing the above concept of functional. 

derivatl.ve, we can e~d a certain class of functionals, which we calJ. 

"analytic functionals .. , in a Taylor-type of. series, 

(A9} 

(A10) 
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fd.x oF[pJ I { ~1 (x) - ~o(x) } 

o<fy(x). ~ .. ~o 

{~1 (x) - ~o (x) }{~1 (x'>-<Po (x') }+ • • • • 

(A11) 
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AppenrU.x. 8 

tUagJU:t:mmatlc. _t1pp1toac.h to .the. CJ!l.CJJi.a:tlon o 6 .the. GJte.en ~u.nc.tlon a.nd mtU..s 
·Opett.atolt 

This appendix is meant to recapitulate the main features of the diaqram.,. 

ma.tic approach to the one-particle Green function and the related mass 

operator for a many-particle system wit:,b. ini:eraction between the particles. 

The method carefully accounts for all perturbation expansion te:rms when 

expandinq the full Green function G1 in terms of some 11unperturbed11 Green 

function G~ • The diaqrammatic technique.,oriqinally due to Feynman, enables 

one to consider the whole perturbation series merely on the basis of 

topological properties of diaqrams. 

Let the Hamiltonian of the many-particle system under consideration be 

(Bl) 

where the "unperturbed" Hamiltonian is qiven by 

HO = T + U + Z, (B2) 

and the "perturbat'i.on" Hamiltonian by 

(B3) 

In second-quantization notation we have 

3 .,.. 2 ..... 

T= fd r tjJ · (r) ( -n v2> l/J (r) , 2m (B4a) 

..... 

fd3r ~t (r) U• u(r) l/J C!) , (B4b) 

..... 

fd3r *t(r) 
... 

z = z·(r) tjJ (r) , (B4c) 

(B4d) 
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•t 
Here it has been assumed that v (!_1!_' ) • v <.=:,' , :_) , while tjJ (r) -and tlJ(r) are creation and annihilation field operators, respectively, - . .. 
in the SchrOdinqer picture • The operator Z has been introduced in order 

. .. 
to anticipate on "local parts,. in the perturbation operator V. Its 

introduction is in the spirit of the local density functional formalism, 

but it is not obligatory. 

The one-particle Green function G1 (1,2) is defined by 

(BS) 

~her: jv0>H is the normalized ground state of the interacting system, and 

tjJ~, tjJH are the creation and annihilation field operators, all in the Heisenberg 

representation. The arguments j with j • 1,2 stand for the space-time point 

Cr
1
,tj). The time-ordering operator Tw has been defined_in (5.2S). In the 

absence of interaction., G1 (1,2) reduces to the "unperturbed" Green function 

(B6) 

Note that the state 1'1'
0

>H in (BS) has been replaced by the unperturbed 

~~rmc:1ized ground .state l41 0>I <=141 0>11), while the Heisenberg operators 

tjJH, tjJH in (BS) are reduced to the interaction representation ope.rators 

(B7a) 

- .. tjJI(l) • exp(iH0t
1
/fl) tjJCr1> exp{-i a0t

1
/fl). (B7b) 

- - .. 
Startinq from the equation of motion, ifl atPI (!t t 1) /at1 "" [tPI Cr1 t 1

) , H
0

J_, 
it is easil.y shown that G~.(1,2) satisfies 

a li.2 2 . · o 
[ifl()t + 2m V1 - U(E_l) - z(r1 )J G1 (1,2) •fl o(l,2). 

1 

Similarly, by startinq from the equation of motion, ifl3tP
8

<.=:,
1
t

1
)/3t

1
= 

[1);~~1t·1},,. H]J one obtains 

a fJ.
2 2 ti!? at° + 2.m V1 - uC.r1 ) -Z{r1)] Gl (1,2)+i fd(3)U (1,3)G2 (13;23+) 

1 
= ii 0 (1,2) •. 

(BS) 

(B9) 
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Here the two-particle Green function 

has been introduced, while U(l,3) stands for vCr1,r3>oCt1-t3>. we may, in 

this staqe introduce the mass operator M through its defi..~ing equation 

+ ifd(3) U(l,3) G2(13;23) = - flfd(3) M (1,3)G1 (3,2) I (Bl 1) 

and arrive at the alternative equation of motion for G1 [cf. (5.26)] 

a 11
2 

[i!l-+--u(r > -zc::.1>J G1 C1,2) =.fio(l,2) +i\fd(3)MC1,3)G1 C3,2). 
atl 2m -1 

(B 12) 

In this way the use of a .. multi-particle Green function, such as in (B10) 

can be circumvented at the cost of, however, the introduction of a 

(complicated) mass-operator M. One can formally write (BS) as 

(B13) 

Hencep if we write the last term in the riqht-hand side of (B12) alternatively 

as 

flfd(3)MC1,3)G
1

C3,2) =flfd(3) d(4) o(1,3)MC3,4) G1 C4,2), (B14) 

a ri2 
-2 -1 

and multiply (B12) on the left with [in at + 2m vt - u <::1) - z <::1) ] I 

1 

we directly obtain an inhomogeneous integral equation of the second kind 

for G1, usually referred to as Dyson's equation: 

Gl (1,2) = G~(l,2) + f d(3) d(4) G~(l,3) M (3,4) Gl (4,2) I (B15a) 

or symbolically 

(Bl Sb) 
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It can directly be verified that 

(B16) 

satisfies (BlS), and as $UCh is a formal solution of (B15) (or (B12)). 

The above mass operator is o~en called the prqper mass operator. One 

may also introduce the improper mass operator M defined by 

(Bl 7) 

such that the Dyson equation can be written as 

(B1B) 

In Fiq. Bl a diaqraxmnatic notation of Eqs. (B15)-(B18) has been qiven. It 

should be realized that these diaqrammatic equations are nothinq but formal 

visualizations of the respective equa~ons and do not at this staqa 

contribute to, solvinq G
1 

and M in terms of G~. 
21 

The qeneral theory shows that· G 
1 

can be written in the form 

co 

x <~0 [T [a Ct
1
1 > 

I · w I 

co 
c.::!.,nL{ r dt' 

A n! ...co 1 
f dt' 

..co n 

(B19) 

where the subscript L. indicates that only some "appropriate" terms of 

a spec~fic series expansion of the term within the braces are to be 

accounted for. This series expansion as well as the condition for a term 

to be "appropriate" will be specified below. In (B19), HI stands 

f'c:ir the perturbation Hamiltonian H1 in the interaction representation. It 

can be written as 



--

--

1 

2 
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-*r Ct>. 

+ 

+ + 

(b) 

+ i + 

(c) 

+ 

(d) 

1 • 
1 

. = G1 (1,2); ~ 
2 

2 (e) 

(B20) 

{B15) 

+ + ..... (B16) 

+ {Bl 7) 

(B18) 

=MC1,2); 

Fiq •. B1 Diaqrammatic notatior>: of Eqs. (B15)-{B18), in terms of syml::>ols.'WhJ.ch 

are. defined in (e) • 

. -·- . 
time integration of the expectation value of the time-ordered field operators 
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may be replaced by a multiple space-time integral of a series of products 

of unperturbed Green functions G~, interaction functions U(xj,xj> and 

-z (!k) , and a numerical factor to :be specified below. However, only those 

products are allowed which do n~t fall apart into factors depending on 

d:Lsjunct subsets of the (~,tj) variables. Products that do fall apart in 

this sense are "inappropriate" and do not contribute to (B19). The 

"appropriate" terms .are called Unked (note the index L for "linked" in 

(B19)) or aonnected. Each term of the above series can be represented 

uniquely by a. so-called Feynman diagram, of which only the Unked 
(or connected) ones contribute to G

1
. A diagram is said to be linked, if it 

does not fall into separate parts (see Fig. (B2)). A Feynman diagram 

representing a term with n interactions u or -z is called a diagram of 

nth-order. The prescription of drawing an nth-order diagram involving m 

u-interactions and (n-m) -z-interactions is as follows: 

(1) Mark 2m points (vertices) on the paper and label them x1 ,x2 ,. • • xm 

and xi, Xz , ... , x~,respectively. Join the pairs of points (xj,xj>, 

j • 1,2, ••• ,m, by u-interaction lines (broken lines --->. Mark (n,.m) 

additional points x., j = m+l, ••• , n, and join to each one a -z-
J 

interaction line (wavy line VVVVVV). 

(il) Mark two extra points x and y and call them e:rf:Bma.Z. points {x. rs and 
J 

xj:s are called internal points). 

(.f.ii.) 'Draw directed lines. (full lines...,.__) , representing unperturbed Green 

functions G~, such that each of the n+m internal points has precisely 

one line. entering and one line leaving it, and such that x has only 

a line entering and y has only a line leaving it. In this way one 

has mu-lines,. (n-m) •z-lines , and Cn+m-1)+2 • n+m+t "particle" 

lines (full lines). 

As. an example, consider Fig. B2 representing two 3rd-order diagrams. 

x xl xi 

a·----~···. 
x _.__....._ ___ x•· 

l (b) 3 

-··--·---~Xi 
' 

-------....... xr 
3 

(a) 
y 

l'iq.B2. Examples of two Jrd.-order Feynman diagrams. (a) This diagram is 

called linked or connected diaqramw (b) This diaqram is called an unZinked 
diagram .. 
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In considerinq diagrams, we have to restrict ourselves to the collection 

of topologically inequivalent diagrams only
23

. Two diagrams are- said to 

be topologically equivalent if they can be transformed into one another, 

irrespective of the names of the vertices, by a continuous deformation. 

By continuous deformation of a diagram we mean all kinds of rotations, 

either of the whole or a part of the diagram, stretchinqs , shortenings, 

etc., provided that none of the lines is cutted. For instance, the diagrams 

in Fig. B3 are all topologically equivalent. 

x x x 

1 x' 

x ------ x~ 
....... , ,_"'" 2 , ........ , ..... 

x ' x' 1 

------ox~ 
----- x2 

'
-----o 

·y 

x~.. Ox' 
y y 

(a) (b) (d) 

Fig. BJ .• Four. 2nd-order diagrams which are topologically equivalent with 

each other. 

We may call a representative of a class of topological equivalent diagrams, 

the topoZogiaal st'l'UCture of the corresponding class. The topological 

structures contributinq to G
1

, up to the second order are given in 

Fiq.B4 .. 

X'-AAAA. >---0. . •.. )-. -~-,l <-"-;.AA~ >-~ 
~VYY~ ~-- ~~vv~ . • 

~;~:--@ ~--0-~) (J~:;-~-0 }--~~-0 
):: ----0 ·~ i~~ ~ 

.. <j> -~~-., Ck> ):;··, <i> .--~-·; <m)> ) .· . )<:~-0 
,• / :.. .- ' . . .. : ___ .. .. .. _ ---0· . _.,1 . 

(o) Cpl (q) r) (s) (t) 

Fiq.B-4;:., All linked topolegical ·struetures contributing· to G
1

,. up_ to the · 

'second order. (a),, (b) and (c) ·are· 1st-order struct~es1 {d) -Ct) are 2ad~ 

order stncctures. 
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The prescription of calculating the contribution of a given topological 

structure of nth-order, with m u -li.c.es and (n-m) -z-lines, to the ful~ 

Green function is given below. 

(i) Assign to each u-line connecting xj and xj, u (xj ,xj ). ; to each-z-line 
( I ) ( I ) 

in XJr,• - Z(XJr_); ~d to each full line directed from xj to~ , 

Go ' (') ( ') ) he (') .. .:i- • .... ~ ... "' ... ... ' T i-h · 1 \XJr., xj , w re xj sca..'"l ......... o ... a.--le- xj o_ xj. _.,,, -·e case 

(') - (') (') (')+ 
~ = .xj , it has to be assumed that xj • ~ • 

(ii) Multiply the contribution of all lines in the diagram, and subsequently 
(I ) (I ) 

inteqrate over all intern.at variables xj , ~ , etc. 

(iii) Multiply the result obtained in (ii) by a factor C-i) (-i/~)n(i)n+m+l 
x(-1)F•(-1)Fim/~n. Here Fis the nuulber of &!osed Zoops in 

the diagram. For example F's in the diagrams (c), (f) and (q) of 

Fig. B4 are 0, 1 and 2, respectively. 

As an example, we write down the contribution to G1 of the topological 

structures (a) and (b) in Fiq. B4, 

x~· (B22) 

y 

x>--O-· 
y 

0 f " 

We are now able· to obt~ .. G1 in terms of G1 1. u and-z, in the form of a 
diagrammatic expression. 

=.+ + -0+ • 

(B23) 
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By comparing this expansion with the ones in Fig. Bl, it ~s also possible 

to express the proper and improper mass operators M and M in terms 

of diagrams involving G~, u and -z : 

Let us consider a diagram contrubiting to G1 with external lines left 

out (i.e. without the particle lines connected with x and y) • If such a 

diagram aa:n:not be split up into two separate pieces by cutting only one 

particle line, the diagram contributes to the proper mass-operator M. 

The collection of all diagrams to be obtained in this way gives the complete 

proper mass-operator. The complete set of these diagrams and of the 

remaining diagrams (that_ can be split up into separate pieces) give the 

improper mass-operator M • As an example take the two diagrams 
, ... 

I ' 
I E c '(' ,, . , 

'··' 

, •. 1't ,..,.,. 

d , ~. l \ an , < t' < .• The first one is proper and contributes to M , 

the second one is improper; both diagrams contribute to M. Leaving out in 

Fig. B4 all.external lines, the remaining diagrams make up the total 

contribution, up to the second order, of the improper mass-operator M • . 

Let us now introduce the concept of ske"leton M-diagrams
24

: Such a diagram 

is defined by demanding that it is an M-diagram with the restriction that 

M 
,,. ..... --.,, 

it does not "contain" any internal -diagram. For example • , , E. E .. ______ , 
. M ,--:.:.:::-..... is a skeleton -diagram whe;eas ,c • • • , E ... is not, for it "contains" 

,,~-;-· .. , • It will be clear that all diagrams for M may be obtained by drawing 

all. skeleton M-diagrams and then inserting all possible M-parts. This is 

equivalent with 2·
4

'
25 

M = {contribution of all possible skeleton M-diagrams with G~ re-

placed by G
1 

} • (B24) 

Equation (B.24} is actually an implcit equation for M since G
1 

also contains M. 

In considering the skeleton M-diaqrams we notice that the two first-order 

skeleton. M-diagrams -Yvvand .. ---Oare special ones as they represent the 

onl.y local. contributi~:>n to M. As the mass-operator, introduced in (Bll), 

is b.y definition a two point :fu.•ction, it turns out that in these two cases 

the M-c:ontributions are to be expressed with the help of &'-functions 

t cf. (B22l and (B23)]: 
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x1 1 
~- - fl. o(x1 ,x2 )z(!_1) / 

x2 

Note that a (double) full line in CB26<¥ represer..ts a G
1 
-function (see· 

also Fiq. B le)· in agreement with (B24). 

(B25) 

(B26) 

Below we present the prescription of calculating the contribution of 

sks Zeton M-diaqrams of order n (~ and .. ·-@excluded) . 

Assign to each u-line connecting x. and x ~ , u (x. ,xj' ) , and to each 
J J J 

(') (') (') (') 
(double) full line ) directed from xj to ~, G1 (~ , xj ) . 

(ii) Multiply the contribution of all lines in the diagram, and sub

sequently integrate over all internal space-time variables except 

the ones connected with one particle line only. 

(iii) Multiply the result obtained in (ii) by the factor (-i) (-i/.fl.):n (i) 2n+l 

x (-1)F =(-1)F(i/fl.)n, F being the number of closed particle loops 

in the diaqram. 

we give the contribution of the skelton M-diaqrams · f :; 

(B27) 

x 

"21~=~-~ • C-1) C ! l 
2 

fdxidx:i •!Cx1 ,xi> G1 <xi ,x;p G1 Cx:i ,xi> 

x ~<xi,x2 ) G1 Cx1 ,x2 > 

(B28) 
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In Fiq. BS the skeleton Mo-structures up to the third order are presented. 

[- .. ..... ' 
~---0 ' ' ' .. ' \ , , . eJVVV'V\IV I I , , I -~ 

I ' _ ..... .. .. 
(a) Cb>· {c) (d) {e) 

...... . .. ............ , .. ~ # .. 
I I ' \ -...... -- .. \ I .... ' I ' l ,,. 

I , .. ' ' ' \ 
\ ' I ..... , I ' .... t 

' 
... , .. \ .. 

' I 
\ .... ' ... ... I 

, , I 
... 

\ .. \ ' I .. ___ , , , .. 
' 

.. I I ... ... -.. ' ..... \ · .. -"" I ' , \ , ..... .. ..... ... ... 

(f) {q) {h) {i) (j). 

-----~ 

, ... ( 
I , I 

I ___ j} I 
\ 
\ 

' .... 
(k) . (l) (m) (n) (o) 

l'iq.!15 •• All the, skeleton M-structures up to the third o.rderor.; (a.) ... (e) · 

1st-order structures .. (d} and (e) 2nd-order structures. Cf1-{o) 3rd-order 

structw:es. 
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